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Mini black holes and the relic gravitational waves spectrum
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In this paper we explore the impact of an era—right after reheating—dominated by mini black holes and
radiation on the spectrum of relic gravitational waves. This era may lower the spectrum by several orders of
magnitude.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gravitational wave detection is a very topical subject a
a great effort is underway in that direction. There are fi
cryogenic resonant-bar detectors of gravitational waves
operation, sensitive ground-based laser interferometers
be operational soon@Laser Interferometer Gravitational wav
observation~LIGO!, GEO600, and VIRGO# @1–3#; mean-
while TAMA300 is collecting data at their level of sensitivit
and the space-based Laser Interferometer Space Ant
~LISA! is planned to be launched around the year 2011@4#.
Plans for advanced ground-based interferometers are als
ing developed.

The most serious hurdle in the detection arises from
very weak interaction of gravitational waves with matter a
other fields. Only at energies of the order of the Planck sc
(;1019 GeV) will gravitational interaction become as stron
as the electromagnetic one. Paradoxically this fact ma
their detection so attractive, as it would give us informati
about the epoch at which gravitational waves were dec
pled from the cosmological dynamics, i.e., the Planck tim

Gravitational waves can be produced by local sourc
such as coalescing stellar-mass black holes, compact bi
stars, and supernovae explosions, or can have a cosmic
gin, such as the decay of cosmic strings and the amplifica
of zero-point fluctuations due to the expansion of the U
verse. Waves of the latter type are usually called relic gra
tational waves~RGWs! and should form an isotropic sto
chastic background somehow similar to the cosm
microwave background radiation~CMBR!, but without a
thermal distribution@5#. As is well known, RGWs are a un
avoidable consequence of general relativity and quan
field theory in curved space-time.

From the point of view of cosmologists, obtaining data
RGWs spectrum will be extremely interesting as it wou
make it possible to reconstruct the scale factor of the U
verse. Different cosmic stages of expansion with differ
equations of estate for the matter content will produce a w
determined power spectrum of RGWs. Even without data
the spectrum of RGWs, we can still get useful informati
by analyzing their influence in well-known processes such
primordial nucleosynthesis and the anisotropy they wo
induce in the CMBR. It is possible to test the validity
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cosmological models~or to restrict them! by comparing the
theoretical spectrum of RGWs produced with the maxim
values allowed by the CMBR anisotropy data and primord
nucleosynthesis.

The RGWs production has been usually linked to infl
tion, though inflation is not the only process leading to
RGWs spectrum@5,6#. By contrast the recently propose
scenario of Khouryet al. @7# does not lead to a spectrum o
RGWs. The spectrum in an expanding universe with a
Sitter inflationary era followed by a radiation dominated e
and finally by a dust dominated era was calculated by sev
authors@8,10,11# and a general expression for the creation
RGWs in a multistage model was derived by Maia@11#.
Other cosmological models can be used to obtain in e
case a spectrum of RGWs, e.g., an initial inflationary sta
different from the de Sitter one@12#, a model with an inter-
mediate additional era of stiff matter between a power l
inflation and the radiation era@13#.

The aim of this paper is to calculate the power spectr
of RGWs in a spatially flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walk
universe that begins with de Sitter era, followed by an
dominated by a mixture of mini black holes~MBHs! and
radiation, then a radiation dominated era~after the MBHs
evaporated!, and finally a dust dominated era. We will als
see what constraints on the free parameters of the cosmo
cal model can be drawn from the CMBR.

As it turns out, the era dominated by a mixture of MBH
and radiation leads to a significantly reduced power spect
of RGWs at present time. This may have implications in ca
LISA does not detect a spectrum.

Except occasionally, we will use units for which\5c
5kB51.

II. RGW SPECTRUM IN AN EXPANDING UNIVERSE

A. Basics of RGWs amplification

We consider a flat FRW universe with line element

ds252dt21a~ t !2@dr21r 2dV2#

5a~h!2@2dh21dr21r 2dV2#,

where t and h are, respectively, the cosmic and conform
time @a(h)dh5dt#.

By slightly perturbing the metric (ḡi j 5gi j 1hi j ,uhi j u
!ugi j u,i , j 50,1,2,3) the perturbed Einstein equations follo
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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To first order, the transverse-traceless tensor solution w
represents sourceless weak GWs can be expressed as@14,15#

hab~h,x!5E hab
(k)~h,x!d3k,

hab
(k)~h,x!5

m~h!

a~h!
Gab~k,x!, ~1!

where greek indices run from 1 to 3, andk is the comoving
wave vector. The functionsGab(k,x) and m(h) satisfy the
equations

Ga
b

;g
;g52k2Ga

b , Ga
b

;b5Ga
a50, ~2!

m9~h!1S k22
a9~h!

a~h! Dm~h!50, ~3!

where the prime indicates derivative with respect to conf
mal time andk5uku is the constant wave number related
the physical wavelength and frequency byk52pa/l
52pa f5a v.

The functionsGa
b are combinations of exp(6ik•x) which

contain the two possible polarizations of the wave, comp
ible with conditions~2!.

Equation~3! can be interpreted as an oscillator parame
cally excited by the terma9/a. When k2@a9/a, i.e., for
high-frequency waves, expression~3! becomes the equatio
of a harmonic oscillator whose solution is a free wave. T
amplitude ofhab

(k)(h,x) will decrease adiabatically asa21 in
an expanding universe. In the opposite regime, whenk2

!a9/a, the solution to Eq.~3! is a lineal combination of
m1}a(h) andm2}a(h)*dh a22. In an expanding universe
m1 grows faster thanm2 and will soon dominate. Accord
ingly, the amplitude ofhab

(k)(h,x) will remain constant so
long as the conditionk2!a9/a is satisfied. When it is no
longer satisfied, the wave will have an amplitude greater t
it would have in the adiabatic behavior. This phenomeno
known as ‘‘superadiabatic’’ or ‘‘parametric amplification’’ o
gravitational waves@8,15#.

For power law expansiona}h l ( l 521,1,2 for inflation-
ary, radiation dominated, and dust dominated universes
spectively! the general solution to Eq.~3! is

m~h!5~kh!1/2@K1Jl 21/2~kh!1K2J2( l 21/2)~kh!#,

whereJl 21/2(kh), J2( l 21/2)(kh) are Bessel functions of th
first kind andK1,2 are integration constants.

B. Spectrum

Here we succinctly recall the work of Grishchuk@8# to
obtain the RGW spectrum in a universe that begins with a
Sitter stage, followed by a radiation dominated era and a d
era till the present time. Transitions between successive
are assumed instantaneous. The scale factor is
12400
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1

H1h
~2`,h,h1,0!

1

H1h1
2 ~h22h1! ~h1,h,h2!

1

4H1h1
2

~h1h224h1!2

h222h1
~h2,h,h0!,

~4!

where the subindices 1,2 correspond to the sudden transi
from inflation to radiation era and from radiation to dust e
H1 represents the Hubble factor at the end of the inflation
era and the subindex 0 indicates the present time.

The exact solution to Eq.~3! for each era specifies to

m I~h!5CIFcos~kh1f I !2
1

kh
sin~kh1f I !G

~ inflationary era!, ~5!

mR~h!5CRsin~khR1f r ! ~radiation era!, ~6!

mD~h!5CDFcos~khD1fD!2
1

khD
sin~khD1fD!G

~dust era!, ~7!

where CI ,R,D , f I ,R,D are constants of integration,hR5h
22h1, andhD5h1h224h1 .

It is possible to expressCR , fR andCD , fD in terms of
CI , f I andCR , fR , respectively, asm(h) must be continu-
ous at the transition timesh5h1 andh5h2. Averaging the
solution over the initial phasef I the amplification factor is
found to be

R~k!5
CM

CI
;H 1 ~k@21/h1!

k22 @21/h1@k@1/~hD2!#

k23 @1/~hD2!@k#.

It is usual to consider that the initial vacuum spectrum
RGWs hi(k) is proportional tok @8#. The rationale behind
that is the following. One assimilates the quantum zero-po
fluctuations of vacuum with classical waves of certain a
plitudes and arbitrary phases; consequently it is permiss
to equalize\v/2 with the energy density of the gravitation
waves,c4h2/(Gl2) times l3. Thereby the initial vacuum
spectrum of RGWs is given byh(k)}k @8,9#.

Accordingly, the spectrum of RGWs in the dust era w
be

hf~k!5R~k!hi~k!;H k ~k@21/h1!

k21 @21/h1@k@1/~hD2!#

k22 @1/~hD2!@k#.

~8!

C. Bogoliubov coefficients

The classical amplification mechanism may be seen a
spontaneous particle creation by the gravitational field ac
5-2
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on the initial quantum vacuum@10,11,16,17#. This is possible
as the GW equation is not conformally invariant wh
a9/aÞ0 even in an isotropic background@15#.

The GW equation may be interpreted as the mass
Klein-Gordon equation@10#. Its solution can be written as

hi j ~h,x!5E @A(k)hi j
(k)~k,x!1A(k)

† hi j
(k)~k,x!#d3k, ~9!

hi j
(k)~k,x!5

1

Ap
ei j ~k!

m (k)~h!

a~h!
eik"x,

whereA(k) , A(k)
† are the annihilation and creation operato

respectively,ei j (k) contains the two possible polarizations
the wave andm (k)(h) is a solution to Eq.~3!, as in the
classical approach, but with the additional condition

m (k)m (k)* 82m~k!
* m (k)8 5 i , ~10!

which comes from the commutation relations of the ope
tors A(k) , A(k)

† and the definition of the fieldhi j (h,x)
@17,16#.

Solution ~9! can be expressed in terms of another fam
of orthogonal modesm̄ (k)(h) as, in contrast with the
Mikowskian space-time, in a curved space-time there is
privileged family. The two families of modes are related by
Bogoliubov transformation

m (k)~h!5am̄ (k)~h!1bm̄~k!
* ~h!,

wherea, b are the Bogoliubov coefficients. The number
particles of the familym (k) , Nk , contained in the vacuum
state of the modesm̄ (k) is given by

^0̄uNku0̄&5^0̄uA(k)
† A(k)u0̄&5ubu2.

It is necessary to ascertain which of the solutions to
~3! correspond to real particles. An approach to that prob
is known as the adiabatic vacuum approximation@16#. Basi-
cally, it assumes that the curved space-time is asymptotic
Mikowskian in the limit k→`. In that limit, the creation-
destruction operators of each family exactly correspond
those associated with real particles and consequentlya51
and b50 as the two families of modes represent the sa
vacuum state in the Mikowskian space-time. This argum
is identical to that made in Sec. II A, solutions to Eq.~3! with
k@a9/a are free waves and they do not experience amp
cation.

Following Allen @10# and Maia@11#, we will now evaluate
the number of RGWs created from the initial vacuum state
an expanding universe. In the three-stage cosmolog
model we are considering with the scale factor given by
~4!, the initial state is the vacuum associated with the mo
of the inflationary stagem I(h), which are a solution to Eq
~3! compatible with condition~10!. Taking into account the
shape of the scale factor at this era the modes are

m I5~Ap/2!eic Ik21/2x1/2H23/2
(2) ~x!, ~11!
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where x5kh and c I is an arbitrary constant phase an
H23/2

(2) (x) is the Hankel function of order23/2. The proper
modes of the radiation era are

mR5~Ap/2!eicRk21/2xR
1/2H1/2

(2)~xR!, ~12!

wherexR5k(h22h1) andcR is again a constant phase.
The two families of modes are related by

m I~h!5a1mR~h!1b1mR* ~h!. ~13!

From the continuity ofm(h) at the transition timeh1 we
obtain

a15211
i

kh1
1

1

2~kh1!2
, b15

1

2~kh1!2
, ~14!

where we have neglected an irrelevant phase. The mo
with frequency at the transition timef 52pk/a(h1) larger
than the characteristic time scale of transition are expon
tially suppressed. The characteristic time scale is usu
taken to be the inverse of the Hubble factor at the transiti
H1

21 in this case. The coefficients will bea151 and b1

50 for RGWs with k.2pa1H1 and Eq. ~14! when k
,2pa1H1.

In the dust era (h.h2) the solution for the modes is

mD5~Ap/2!eicDk21/2xD
1/2H3/2

(2)~xD!, ~15!

where xD5k(h1h224h1) and is related to the radiatio
ones by

mR~h!5a2mD~h!1b2mD* ~h!. ~16!

Similarly one obtains

a252 i S 11
i

2k~h222h1!
2

1

8@k~h222h1!#2D ,

b25
i

8@k~h222h1!#2
,

for k,2pa(h2)H2 and a251, b250 for k.2pa(h2)H2
whereH2 is the Hubble factor evaluated at the transitionh2.

In order to relate the modes of the inflationary era to
modes of the dust era, we make use of the total Bogoliu
coefficientsaTr2 andbTr2 @10,11#. For k.2pa1H1, we find
that aTr251, bTr250; in the range 2pa1H1.k
.2pa2H2, the coefficients areaTr25a1 andbTr25b1, and
finally for k,2pa(h2)H2 we obtain that

bTr252
2~h222h1!1h1

8k3h1
2~h222h1!2

.

Thus the number of RGWs at the present timeh0 created
from the initial vacuum state iŝNv&5ubTr2u2;v26(h0) for
v(h0),2p(a2 /a0)H2 , v24(h0) for 2p(a1 /a0)H1
5-3
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.v(h0).2p(a2 /a0)H2, and 0 for v(h0).2p(a1 /a0)H1,
where we have used the present value of the freque
v(h0)5k/a0.

Assuming that each RGW has an energy 2\v(h), it is
possible to express the energy density of RGWs with
quencies in the range@v(h),v(h)1dv(h)# as

drg~h!52\v~h!Fv2~h!

2p2c3
dv~h!G ^Nv&5P„v~h!…dv~h!,

~17!

whereP„v(h)…5@v3(h)/p2#^Nv& denotes the power spec
trum. As the energy density is a locally defined quantity,rg
loses its meaning for metric perturbations with wavelen
l52p/v(h) larger than the Hubble radiusH21(h). The
present power spectrum of RGWs predicted by this mode

P~v!;5
0 @v~h0!.2p~a1 /a0!H1#

v21~h0! [2p~a2 /a0!H2,v~h0!

,2p~a1 /a0!H1]

v23~h0! @2pH0,v~h0!,2p~a2 /a0!H2#.
~18!

We can compare these results with the classical ones o
previous subsection. The energy density of created RGW
the classical approach is defined from the spectrum as@9#

rg;E
2pa0H0

21/h1
hf

2~k!kdk. ~19!

From Eqs.~17! and ~19! it follows that

P~k!;khf
2~k!.

Thus both descriptions agree with regard to the depende
on hf and the ranges of the wave number of the spectrum
RGWs, as for a power law scale factor the Hubble facto
H(h)5 l „ha(h)…21.

III. RGWs IN A FRW UNIVERSE WITH AN ERA
OF MINI BLACK HOLES AND RADIATION

In this section we evaluate the spectrum of RGWs us
the method of the Bogoliubov coefficients in a more gene
model than the conventional three-stage model of the pr
ous section.

As is well known, mini black holes can be created
quantum tunneling from the hot radiation@18#; some cosmo-
logical consequences of this effect have been studied@19,20#.
We shall assume that these MBHs are created right after
inflationary period~once the reheating is accomplished! and
coexist with the radiation until they evaporate. During th
era the total energy density can be approximated byr
5rBH1rR and the total pressure is

p5pBH1pR5~g21!r, ~20!

where 1<g,4/3. MBHs follows the dust equation of sta
pBH50 as they can be considered nonrelativistic matter
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the density of MBHs is large enough to dominate the exp
sion of the Universe, theng.1. In the opposite case, th
Universe expansion is dominated by the radiation,g.4/3,
and the Universe undergoes the three stages of the prev
section. From the Einstein equations and Eq.~20! one finds
a(h)}h l , where l 52/(3g22)(⇒1, l<2) during the
‘‘MBHs 1rad’’ era. The MBHs eventually evaporate in rel
tivistic particles after some time span whose duration
model dependent.

A. Power spectrum

Assuming that the expansion of the Universe isab initio
dominated by the vacuum energy of some scalar field~the
inflaton!, then dominated by the mixture of MBHs and radi
tion, later radiation dominated~after the evaporation of the
MBHs!, and finally dust dominated up to the present tim
the scale factor of each era is

a~h!

5

¦

2
1

H1h
~2`,h,h1,0! ~ inflation!

@hBH# l

l lH1~2h1! l 11
~h1,h,h2! ~ ‘‘MBHs 1rad’’ era!

~hR2! l 21

H1~2h1! l 11
hR ~h2,h,h3! ~radiation era!

~hR2! l 21

2H1~2h1! l 11hD3

@hD#2 ~h3,h,h0! ~dust era!,

where hBH5h2( l 11)h1 , hR5h1@(12 l )/ l #h22@( l
11)/l #h1 , hD5h1h312@(12 l )/ l #h222@( l 11)/l #h1 ,
hR25@h22( l 11)h1#/ l , and hD352$h31@(12 l )/ l #h2
2@( l 11)/l #h1%. As in the previous section, the transition
between stages are assumed to be instantaneous.

The shape ofm(h) can be found by solving Eq.~3! in
each era. For the de Sitter eram(h) is given by Eq.~11! as
above. For the ‘‘MBHs1rad’’ era the solution of~3! is

mBH5~Ap/2!eicBHk21/2xBH
1/2Hl 21/2

(2) ~xBH!,

wherexBH5k hBH , and it is related to the modes of inflatio
by the Bogoliubov transformation~13! with mR replaced by
mBH . By evaluating the Bogoliubov coefficients at the tra
sition we obtain

a1
l , b1

l .
l 22l

~2 lh1! l 11
k2( l 11),

whenk,2pa1H1 anda1
l 51, b1

l 50 whenk.2pa1H1.
The solution for the radiation era is again~12! with xR

5k hR . The coefficients that relate Eq.~12! with mBH are
5-4
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a2
l 52

1

2
Ap lxR2

2 F S 1

xR2
2 i DHl 21/2

(2) ~ lxR2!

2Hl 11/2
(2) ~ lxR2!GeixR2,

b2
l 5

1

2
Ap lxR2

2 F S 1

xR2
1 i DHl 21/2

(2) ~ lxR2!

2Hl 11/2
(2) ~ lxR2!Ge2 ixR2,

whenk,2pa2H2 anda2
l 51, b2

l 50 whenk.2pa2H2.
The modes of the dust era are given by Eq.~15! with

xD5k hD and are related to the modes of the radiation era
the coefficients

a352 i S 11
i

xD3
2

1

2xD3
2 D , b35 i

1

2xD3
2

,

whenk,2pa3H3 anda351, b350 whenk.2pa3H3.
In order to evaluate the spectrum of RGWs the total B

goliubov coefficients are needed. The coefficients relat
the initial vacuum state with the modes of the radiation st
can be evaluated with the help of the relationships

aTr2
l 5a2

l a1
l 1b2

l* b1
l , bTr2

l 5b2
l a1

l 1a2
l* b1

l ,

and one obtains

aTr2
l , bTr2

l .5
1, 0 ~k.2pa1H1!

a1
l , b1

l ~2pa1H1.k.2pa2H2!

l 2 l 12~2l 223l 11!

8~2 lh1! l 11~hR2! l 21
k22l ~k,2pa2H2!.

~21!

Finally, the total coefficients that relate the inflationa
modes with the modes of the dust era evaluated from

aTr3
l 5a3aTr2

l 1b3* bTr2
l , bTr3

l 5b3aTr2
l 1a3* bTr2

l

are found to be

aTr3
l , bTr3

l .5
aTr2

l , bTr2
l ~k.2pa3H3!

l 2 l 12~2l 223l 11!

8~2 lh1! l 11~hR2! l 21hD3

k2(2l 11)

~k,2pa3H3!.
~22!

We are now in a position to calculate the current spectr
of RGWs. Taking into account that

2h15~a1H1!21, hR25~a2 /a1!1/l~a1H1!21,

hD352~a3 /a2!~a2 /a1!1/l~a1H1!21,

andv5k/a0, the power spectrumP(v) can be written as
12400
y

-
g
e

P.0 S v.2p
a1

a0
H1D ,

P.
l 222l22l

p2 S a1

a0
D 2l 12

H1
2l 12v2(2l 21)

S 2p
a1

a0
H1.v.2p

a2

a0
H2D ,

P.
l 224l~2l 223l 11!2

64p2 S a1

a0
D 4l S a1

a2
D 222/l

H1
4lv2(4l 23)

S 2p
a2

a0
H2.v.2p

a3

a0
H3D ,

P.
l 224l~2l 223l 11!2

16p2 S a1

a0
D 4l 14S a0

a3
D 2

H1
4l 12v2(4l 21)

S 2p
a3

a0
H3.v.2pH0D . ~23!

Comparing the power ofv in Eq. ~18! and ~23! for v
,2p(a1 /a0)H1, we conclude that the four-stage scena
leads to a higher number of RGWs created at low frequ
cies than the three-stage scenario. This fact can be expla
intuitively with the classical amplification approach. In th
three-stage scenario the RGWs are parametrically ampl
as long ask2,a9(h)/a(h). For h5h1 , a9(h)/a(h) van-
ishes and there is no more amplification. On the other ha
in the four-stage scenario the RGWs withv
,2p(a1 /a0)H1 are amplified untilh1 by the same term
a9(h)/a(h)52/h2 than in the three-stage model and fro
h1 to h2 by the terml ( l 21)/hBH

2 . Consequently they have
a larger amplitude in the radiation era.

Figure 1 shows spectrum~23! for l 52 andl 51.1. As is
apparent, the four-stage scenario gives rise to a much lo
power spectrum than the three-stage scenario assuming
in each case the spectrum has the maximum value allo
by the CMBR bound. The higher the MBHs contribute to t
energy density, the lower the final power spectrum.

In this four-stage cosmological scenario, the Hubble f
tor H(h) decreases monotonically, while the energy dens
of the RGWs forh.h3 can be approximated byrg(h)
;H24l 12(h), thereby it increases with expansion@11#. Ob-
viously this scenario will break down beforerg(h) becomes
comparable to the energy density of matter and/or radia
since from that moment on the linear approximation
which our approach is based ceases to be valid. The pa
eters of our model will be constrained such that this can
happen before the current era.

B. Evaluation of the parameters

At this stage it is expedient to evaluate the parame
occurring in Eq. ~23!. The redshift a0 /a3, relating the
present value of the scale factor with the scale factor at
5-5
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FIG. 1. Spectrum of RGWs in an expanding universe with a ‘‘MBHs1rad’’ era for certain values ofl, t, andH1. The spectrum predicted
for the three-stage model of the previous section is plotted for comparison,l 51. It is assumed that each spectrum has the maximum v
allowed by the CMBR anisotropy data at the frequencyv52pH052.24310218 s21. In the bottom-right panel the power spectrum wi
l 52 is excluded as it yields a CMBR anisotropy larger than that observed.
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transition radiation-dust may be taken as 104 @21#. The
Hubble factorH1 is connected to the density at the inflatio
ary era by

r15
c

\

3mPl
2

8p
H1

2 ,

where we have restored momentarily the fundamental c
stants. In any reasonable model the energy density at
time must be larger than the nuclear dens
(;1035 erg/cm3) and lower than the Planck densi
(;10115 erg/cm3) @22#, therefore

103 s21,H1,1043 s21. ~24!

Using the expression of the scale factor at the ‘‘MBH
1rad’’ era in terms of the proper time, one obtains
12400
n-
at

a2

a1
5S 11H1

l 11

l
t D l /( l 11)

, ~25!

where t is the time span of the ‘‘MBHs1rad’’ era which
depends on the evaporation history of the MBHs. The s
plest model assumes that the MBHs are all created insta
neously at some given time with the same mass and te
nate their evaporation simultaneously. If the MBH
evaporated freely, their mass would evolve according
(dM/dt) f ree52g* mPl

4 /(3M2) @23#, whereg* is the num-
ber of particles for the black hole to evaporate into. Ho
ever, it is natural to assume that the MBHs are surrounded
an atmosphere of particles in quasi thermal equilibrium w
them. Therefore we haveu(dM/dt)atmu!u(dM/dt) f reeu for a
comparatively long period whence the span of the ‘‘MBH
1rad’’ era is larger than if the MBHs evaporated freely@24#.
Other possible model consists in considering that MBHs
5-6
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created according to some nucleation rate during the
instead of being all nucleated instantaneously. These po
bilities give us some freedom on evaluatingt.

However, the ‘‘MBHs1rad’’ era span should be longe
than the duration of the transition ath1 ~as the transition is
assumed instantaneous! in calculating the spectrum o
RGWs. To evaluate the adiabatic vacuum cutoff for the f
quency we have considered that the transition between w
ever two successive stages has a duration of the same
as the inverse of the Hubble factor. This places the additio
constraint

t.H1
21 . ~26!

Finally, a1 /a0 can be evaluated from the evolution of th
Hubble factor until the present time

H05S a0

a3
D 1/2S a2

a1
D ( l 21)/l S a1

a0
D 2

H1 .

The current value of the Hubble factor is estimated to
2.24310218 s21 @25# and

S a1

a0
D 2

5S a3

a0
D 1/2S 11H1

l 11

l
t D (12 l )/( l 11) H0

H1
. ~27!

The only free parameters considered here arel, t, and
H1, with the restrictions 1, l<2, Eq. ~26!, and Eq.~24!.
The two first free parameters depend on the assump
made on the MBHs, although it is possible to obtain rigoro
constraints onH1 andt from the density of the RGWs.

C. Restrictions on the ‘‘MBHs¿rad’’ era

It is obvious thatrg cannot be arbitrarily large, in fact th
RGWs are seen as linear perturbations of the metric.
linear approximation holds only forrg(h)!r(h), r(h) be-
ing the total energy density of the Universe. Several ob
vational data place constraints onrg . The regularity of the
pulses of stable millisecond pulsars sets a constraint at
quencies of order 1028 Hz @26#. Likewise, there is a certain
maximum value forrg compatible with the primordial nu
cleosynthesis scenario. But the most severe constraints c
from the high isotropy degree of the CMBR. We will focu
on the latter constraint. Metric perturbations with frequenc
between 10216 and 10218 Hz at the last scattering surfac
can produce thermal fluctuations in the CMBR due to
Sachs-Wolfe effect@27#. These thermal fluctuations cann
exceed the observed value ofdT/T;531026.

A detailed analysis of the CMBR bound yields@5,28#

Vgh100
2 ,7310211S H0

f D 2

~H0, f ,303H0!, ~28!

whereVg5 f P( f )/r0 , r053 cmPl
2 H0

2/(8p\) andH05h100

3100 km/(s3Mpc), h10050.7. The CMBR bound for spec
trum ~23! evaluated at the frequencyv52pH0 reads@30#
12400
a,
si-

-
at-
der
al

e

n
s

e

r-

e-

me

s

e

1.~2p!24l l 224l~2l 223l 11!2S a1

a0
D 4l 14S a0

a3
D 2

3S H1

3.7231019 s21D 3S H1

H0
D 4l 21

,

and consequently

f ~ l ,H1 ,t!52107.691 l F28.1012 log10S H1

1s21D G
2~2l 22!log10S 11

l 11

l
H1t D1~24l 12!

3 log10~ l !12 log10~2l 223l 11!,0. ~29!

We next consider different values forl andt.
~i! When l 51.1, relation~29! reads

f ~1.1,H1 ,t!5276.7112.20 log10S H1

1s21D
20.2 log10~111.91H1t!,0, ~30!

see Fig. 2. From it we observe the following.
~1! For t,tc

l 51.151.22310235 s, condition~30! is satis-
fied if H1,8.1331034 s21 and conflicts with Eq.~26!,
which in the most favorable case isH158.1331034 s21 for
t5tc

l 51.1. For l 51.1, there is no compatibility with the ob
served CMBR anisotropy whent,tc

l 51.1. Thus, this range
of t is ruled out.

~2! For t.tc
l 51.1, one obtainsH1,Hc

l 51.1(t) from con-
dition ~30!. Hc

l 51.1(t) is always larger thant21 in the range
considered, e.g.,Hc

l 51.1(t510230 s)52.4031035 s21. Tak-
ing into account Eq.~26! one obtains that condition~30! is
satisfied fort21,H1,Hc

l 51.1(t).
~ii ! When l 52 ~expansion dominated by the MBHs! we

have

f ~2,H1 ,t!5251.8914 log10S H1

1s21D
22 log10~11 1.5H1t!,0, ~31!

see Fig. 2. Inspection of Eq.~31! and Fig. 2 reveals the
following.

~1! For t,tc
l 5256.75310214 s, one obtains H1

,1013 s21 which is totally incompatible with condition~26!,
H1.1.4831013 s21 for t5tc

l 52 in the most favorable case
Thus, the regiont,tc

l 52 is ruled out as predicts an excess
anisotropy in the CMBR.

~2! For t.tc
l 52 , one obtainsH1,Hc

l 52(t) from condi-
tion ~31!. Hc

l 52(t) is always larger than 1.4831013 s21 for t
in the range considered, e.g.,Hc

l 52(t510210 s)51.35
31016 s21. Conditions~26! and ~31! are both satisfied in
this range fort21,H1,Hc

l 52(t).
5-7
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FIG. 2. The left panel depictsf (1.1,H1 ,t) vs log10H1 for ~a! t510240 s, ~b! t5tc
l 51.151.23310235 s, and~c! t510230 s. The right

panel depictsf (2,H1 ,t) for ~a! t510220 s, ~b! t5tc1
l 5256.75310214 s, and~c! t510210 s. Conditions~29! and ~26! are satisfied for

certain ranges oft andH1 in each case.
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We may conclude that condition~29! leads to different
allowed ranges forH1 andt for eachl considered, although
their interpretation is rather similar. Fort, tc

l the condition
of minimum duration of the ‘‘MBHs1rad’’ era ~26! and the
upper bound given by the CMBR anisotropy are incomp
ible. However, fort. tc

l these two conditions are compa
ible for t21,H1,Hc

l (t).

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have calculated the power spectrum of RGWs in
universe that begins with an inflationary phase, followed
a phase dominated by a mixture of MBHs and radiation, th
a radiation dominated phase~after the MBHs evaporated!,
and finally a dust dominated phase. The spectrum depe
just on three free parameters, namely,H1 the Hubble factor
at the transition inflation-‘‘MBHs1rad’’ era, t the cosmo-
logical time span of the ‘‘MBHs1rad’’ era, and the powerl,
a(h)}h l being the scale factor of the ‘‘MBHs1rad’’ era
with 1, l<2.

The upper bound on the spectrum of RGWs obtain
from the CMBR anisotropy places severe constraints onH1
and t. For each value ofl considered, there is a minimum
value oft, tc

l , compatible with the CMBR anisotropy. Ther
is a range oft, t.tc

l , for which t21,H1,Hc
l (t) satisfies

the CMBR upper bound.
The four-stage scenario predicts a much lower pow
12400
t-

a
y
n

ds

d

r

spectrum of RGWs than the conventional three-stage
nario. We may therefore conclude that if LISA fails to dete
a spectrum at the level expected by the three-stage mo
rather than signaling the recycle model of Khouryet al. @7#
should supersede the standard big-bang inflationary mod
may indicate that a MBHs1radiation era between inflation
and radiation dominance truly took place. Likewise, once
spectrum is successfully measured we will be able to le
from it the proportion of MBHs and radiation in the mixtur
phase.

In reality the current epoch is not dust dominated as
recent supernovae type Ia data seem to suggest that the
verse is dominated by a dark energy component and c
dark matter implying an epoch of accelerated expansion@29#.
This implies a new transition in the scale factor shape
some timeh4 with h3,h4,h0. The spectrum of RGWs
with k0,k,k4 is changed. Thus, the constraints onH1 and
t obtained from the CMBR bound stay unchanged as
RGWs created at the transition dust-accelerated era were
present at the last scattering.
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